Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 8 January 2019

WEATHER: Fine      TRACK: Good      KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.00pm
Stewards: Mr. C. Kerr, Mr. G. O'Dea, Mr. N. Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr. S. Wu
Lure Driver: Mr. M. Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Trial 1 TEBA (7/1)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Trial 2 ROCK TO LOVE

Race 1 - Qualifying Trial/Country/302 (1) - Qualifying Trial - 5:10 PM
JOY LARELLE & FIFTH CHOICE began quickly. SMART BOOTS began slowly. SMART BOOTS checked off the heels of RED ELECTRICAL soon after the start. RED ELECTRICAL checked off the heels of JOY LARELLE soon after the start. RED ELECTRICAL galloped on JOY LARELLE approaching the home turn, JOY LARELLE stumbled & lost ground. JOY LARELLE checked off the heels of RED ELECTRICAL on the home turn.

Race 2 - Qualifying Trial/Country/302 (2) - Qualifying Trial - 5:18 PM
ROCK TO LOVE & ROMAN BLUE began quickly. ZIPPING GINGER began slowly. WAYLON GUNDI & RYAN'S EXPRESS collided soon after the start. RYAN'S EXPRESS & ZIPPING GINGER collided several times soon after the start. RYAN'S EXPRESS faded in the home straight.
RYAN'S EXPRESS was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 3 - Qualifying Trial/Provincial/405 (1) - Qualifying Trial - 5:26 PM
SAMURAI LI began quickly. AMELIA'S BOY began slowly. THIRD RISE & BLUE DIABLO collided several times soon after the start. BLUE DIABLO checked off the heels of THIRD RISE approaching the first turn. SAMURAI LI & THIRD RISE collided on the first turn. AMELIA'S BOY & SAMURAI LI collided in the home straight, SAMURAI LI stumbled & lost ground.

Race 4 - Qualifying Trial/Provincial/405 (2) - Qualifying Trial - 5:34 PM
ACCURA GIRL began quickly. BAGO COOPS began slowly. ACCURA GIRL & ENIGMA BOY collided soon after the start. ENIGMA BOY & ALL TEMPTATION collided approaching the first turn. BAGO COOPS & ACCURA GIRL collided on the first turn.